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ABSTRACT 
Recent advances in multicast video streaming algorithms have opened up new ways 
to provision video-on-demand services to potentially millions of users. For instance, 
both the patching and transition patching techniques can reduce significantly network 
resource consumption compared to unicast video streaming by allowing late arriving 
clients to receive video data from two video streams at the same time. In Part I of this 
thesis we generalize the patching techniques into a recursive patching scheme in 
which a new client can cache video data from multiple patching streams to yield 
significant reductions (e.g. 60%~80%) in access latency compared to transition 
patching alone. In Part II of this thesis, we extend some existing multicast streaming 
algorithms to support interactive playback control. Our experiments reveal that the 
performance of multicast streaming algorithms can degrade dramatically when 
interactive playback control is allowed. To tackle this challenge, we propose a general 
solution - Static Full Stream Scheduling (SPSS), which can be applied to many of the 
existing multicast streaming algorithms to substantially improve their performance 
when interactive playback control is to be supported. Moreover, we present a novel 
Just-in-Time Simulation (JTS) scheme to dynamically and automatically tune 
operating parameters of the SPSS to adapt to changes in client access patterns (e.g. 
arrival rates and interactivity rates) while the video system is online. Extensive 
simulation results show that the proposed adaptive algorithm can reduce the 






供視頻服務°在這論文的第一部分’我們會基於以上patching及 t ransit ion 
patching兩項技術，歸納出recursive patching技術。當中，客戶可以從不同的視 
頻流中下載視頻資料，令整體網路資源的耗用大幅減少百分之六十至八十。至 
於論文的第二部分，我們會擴充現有的組播傳輸算法(mult icast streaming 
algorithm)以支援視頻互動功能(interactive playback control)�從模擬實驗得知這 
些組播傳輸算法在互動環境中效能顯著降低。我們提出可以在提供視頻互動功 
能的環境中大幅改善這些現有組播傳輸算法之靜態視頻流排程技術 
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Although extensive researches on video-on-demand (VoD) have been conducted in 
the last decade, commercial deployment of VoD services in the market is still far from 
commonplace. Apart from content copyright issues, the main reason is the immense 
network and server resources needed to serve a large user population. As traditional 
VoD systems make use of unicast for video streaming, the required server and 
network bandwidth grows linearly with the number of subscribers, thereby rendering 
metropolitan-scale deployment economically difficult, if not impossible. 
To tackle this challenge, researchers have recently investigated a number of 
innovative video streaming architectures based on network multicast to dramatically 
reduce the server and network resources needed in large-scale VoD systems. 
One technique, called batching, groups users waiting for the same video data 
and then serves them using a single multicast channel [1-5]. This batching process can 
occur passively while the users are waiting, or actively by delaying the service of 
earlier users to wait for later users to join the batch. Various batching policies have 
been proposed in recent years, including first-come-first-serve (FCFS) and maximum 
queue length (MQL) proposed by Dan et al. [1], maximum factored queue (MFQ) 
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proposed by Aggarwal et al [4], Max—Batch and Min_Idle proposed by Shachnai and 
Yu [5], etc. 
Another technique, called patching, exploits client-side bandwidth and buffer 
space to merge users on separate transmission channels onto an existing multicast 
channel was first proposed by Liao and Li [6，12] and later studied by other 
researchers [7-10]. The idea is to let a client cache data from a nearby (in playback 
time) multicast transmission channel while sustaining playback with data from 
another transmission channef called a patching channel in [7]. This patching channel 
can be released once video playback reaches the point where the cached data begins, 
and playback continues via the cache and the shared multicast channel for the rest of 
the session. 
Cai and Hua [11] took this patching technique one step further by allowing a 
new client to cache video data not only from a full-length multicast channel, but also 
from a nearby in-progress patching channel as well. This technique, called transition 
patching, can further reduce resource consumption when compared to simple 
patching. 
In this thesis, we further generalize these patching techniques into a recursive 
patching scheme where a new client can cache video data recursively from multiple 
patching streams to further reduce resource consumption. This recursive patching 
scheme also unifies the existing patching schemes as special cases. Last but not least, 
we also consider recursive patching in bandwidth-limited systems and incorporate 
batching to further reduce resource consumption, especially in heavily-loaded 
systems. Our simulation results show that recursive patching can achieve startup 
latency reduction of 60%~80% compared to transition patching. 
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The rest of this part of thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews 
transition patching; Chapter 3 introduces our recursive patching scheme; Chapter 4 
addresses the stream assignment problem; Chapter 5 compares the performance of 





Fig. 1 illustrates the patching and transition patching techniques. There are three 
clients, denoted by fa, n and which arrive at the system at time instants ta, h, and tc 
respectively requesting the same video. We assume that the length of the video being 
served is L and is encoded at a constant bit-rate of R bps. To facilitate discussion, we 
divide the video into 7 logical segments (Di to D7) and denote the group of video 
segments from the 产 segment to the s^ ^ segment by [D,.’ D J . 
Assuming the system is idle when r^ arrives, then the system will assign a 
regular stream (R-stream), denoted by Sa, to stream the whole video from the 
beginning to the end (i.e. [Di, D7]) to client r^. The cost of serving client r^ is thus 
equal to the bandwidth-duration product LR. For client n arriving at time it clearly 
cannot begin playback by receiving video data from stream Sa as it has missed the first 
ih-ta) seconds of the video, i.e., [Di, D3]. 
Instead of starting another R-stream for client r/,, the system assigns a patching 
stream (P-stream) Sb to transmit only the first seconds (i.e., [Di, D3]) of missed 
video data to enable client r^ to begin playback. At the same time, client rt, also caches 
video segment [D4, De] from multicast stream Sa for later playback. After (tb-ta) 
seconds, the video playback of client n will reach video time {tt-ta) and thus the client 
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Fig. 1. Streaming, data reception and playback schedules in transition patching. 
can continue playback using the cached data received from Sa for the rest of the video. 
The P-stream Sb can then be released for reuse by other clients. Given that Sb is 
occupied for duration much shorter than the length of the video {(tb-ta) versus L), the 
cost of serving client n is thus significantly reduced. 
This technique is called patching and it was first proposed by Liao and Li in 
their Split-and-Merge (SAM) protocol [7, 11]. The tradeoffs of patching are the need 
for network multicast, the need for the client to receive two video streams 
simultaneously, and the additional client buffer required (i.e. {tb-ta)R bits) to cache 
video data received from the R-stream. Nevertheless, subject to the client's buffer 
availability, a client admitted using patching always consumes less server resource 
than a client admitted using an R-stream as is the case in a conventional VoD system. 
In patching, a patched client receives data from a P-stream while caching video 
data from another R-stream. Cai and Hua [11] proposed a transition patching 
technique which extends patching to allow a client to cache video data not only from 
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an R-stream, but also from another P-stream as well. In other words, a client admitted 
using transition patching will first receive video data from two P-streams, then 
releases one P-stream to be replaced by an R-stream, and finally releases the 
remaining P-stream to continue playback for the rest of the video using data received 
from the R-stream. 
For example, consider client ( i n Fig. 1 which arrives at time tc and is admitted 
using transition patching. We note that for client it has already missed video 
segment [Di, D4] multicast from the R-stream Sa. To patch this missed video segment, 
transition patching employs a three-phase admission process as shown in Fig. 1. In 
Phase 1，a P-stream Sc is allocated to stream the initial video segment Di to client to 
begin playback. At the same time, the client caches video data segment D2 being 
multicasted by the P-stream Sb. In Phase 2，the P-stream Sc is released and the client 
begins caching video data segment [De, D7] from the R-stream Sa. Note that the client 
also continues to receive video segment [D3, D5] from the P-stream Sb. Finally, in 
Phase 3 the remaining P-stream Sb is released and the client simply continues 
playback using cached data and data received from the R-stream Sa. 
This transition patching technique differs from simple patching in two aspects. 
First, the P-stream Sc allocated for client ( i s occupied for a duration of (tc-h) seconds, 
which is shorter than the duration when simple patching is used, i.e., {tc-ta) seconds. 
Second, the P-stream Sb is extended from (Jb-ta) seconds to (Itc-ta-tb) seconds to 
support client r�This stream is called a transition stream (T-stream) in [11], Thus the 
net gain in resource reduction is equal to {[{tc-ta)-{tc-tb)] - } = 
？>tb-2t(:ta. 
For example, suppose L, ta, h and tc equal to 7200, 0，200 and 250 seconds 
respectively. Then the costs of supporting r^, r^ and rc are 7200/?, 200R and 150R 
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The fundamental principle of patching is to cache video data from the nearest stream 
so as to minimize the amount of video data missed. We observe that this principle not 
only can be applied to a single patching stream, but also to a series of patching streams 
as well. This motivates us to devise a new recursive patching technique where video 
data from multiple levels of patching streams are cached to further reduce the 
resources required. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the recursive patching technique by considering a fourth client 
Kd which arrives at the system at time td, in addition to the three clients r^, r^, and ”(: 
considered in Fig. 1. To ease discussion, we divide the whole video into 6 different 
segments Q to Ce. 
For the client r^, it has missed the initial (td-ta) seconds of the video. Thus, if we 
use simple patching it will incur a cost of (td-ta)R bytes. Using transition patching with 
Sb as the transition stream will incur a cost of (3td-2t(�-tb)R bytes. 
Now consider the use of recursive patching, which in this case is divided into 4 
phases as shown in Fig. 2. In Phase 1, the client caches video segment C2 from Sc 
while playing back video segment Ci using data received from Sd. In Phase 2，client r^ 
continues to receive video segment C3 from Sc but releases Sd and replaces it with St to 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of recursive patching. 
receive video segment C4. In Phase 3’ client r^ continues to receive video segment C5 
from Sb but releases Sc and replaces it with Sa to receive video segment C^. Finally, in 
Phase 4 the client releases the remaining P-stream Sb and contines playback till the 
end of the video by receiving video data from Sa. 
Subtracting the lengths of different streams, the total patching cost to serve r^ is 
[(5td-2tc-2tb-ta) - (3tc-2tb-ta)W = 5itd-tc)R- Compared to the cost of {3td-2tc-tb)R bytes 
in transition patching, there is a gain of (3tc-2td-tb)R bytes. If td equals to 260 seconds, 
the cost of serving rj is 50R, or 99.31% resource saving over serving with a new 
regular stream. 
Note that for the example in Fig. 2，the client caches from at most two streams 
at any time and so the client bandwidth requirement is the same as simple patching 
and transition patching. In the whole patching process, the client caches video data 
through a total of three P-streams and one R-stream. In general, a client can cache 
video data through even more P-streams as long as there are eligible P-streams. 
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Let k be the total number of streams (i.e., one R-stream plus k-\ P-streams) 
which a client caches data from. Then we call this process k-phase recursive patching 
(/:P-RP). It is worth noting that simple patching and transition patching are equivalent 




In admitting a new client through /:-phase recursive patching, there could be more 
than (众-1) P-streams eligible for patching. In this case, the system needs to determine 
the subset of eligible streams to use to increase resource reduction. We call this the 
stream assignment problem. In the next section, we first review the stream assignment 
scheme employed in the transition patching study [11] and then extend it to recursive 
patching in Section 4.2. 
4.1 The Equal-Split Stream 
Assignment Scheme 
Fig. 3a depicts the equal-split stream assignment scheme proposed in the transition 
patching study [11]. There are two parameters in this scheme, namely the regular 
window length denoted by cOr and the patching window length denoted by 叫 
The first stream allocated in a regular window is always an R-stream, 
streaming the video from the beginning to the end. The first stream in a patching 
window (except the first one), however, will be a T-stream, which is a P-stream 
extended to support other clients' transition patching. The rest are simple patching 
streams (P-streams) streaming the missed initial video segment for the clients. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of stream assignment schemes. 
For example, when the first client n arrives at the system, an R-stream Si is 
assigned, and all the subsequent requests O2 through r^.i) are assigned P-streams to 
perform simple patching. When a client n arriving more than co, time units after the 
R-stream S\, the server will assign a T-stream Sk to it. Within the next cot window (r^ .+i 
through Kg.]), all requests are then assigned P-streams to perform transition patching 
via the T-stream Sk. The next request Vq is again assigned a new T-stream which also 
starts another cot window and so on. This process repeats until a request rp whose 
arrival time exceeds cOr seconds from the R-stream S\. In this case a new R-stream will 
be assigned to begin a new regular window. 
The study by Cai and Hua [11] did not address how to configure cOr and cot to 
optimize performance. In our experiments, we simply optimize cOr and cot using 
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exhaustive search in unit of seconds. As this computation can be done offline, it does 
not affect the system's runtime performance. 
4.2 A Hierarchical Equal-Split Stream 
Assignment Scheme 
Unlike transition patching, a client admitted with 众-phase recursive patching may 
cache data through a new P-stream plus up to k-2 extended transition streams, say 
streams Si, S2，Sk-2, before merging back to an R-stream. To be consistent with Cai 
and Hua's study, we denote these transition streams by Ti-stream, T2-stream,. . . , 
Tjt.2-stream. 
Similarly we can generalize the two-level equal-split stream assignment 
scheme to a hierarchical equal-split stream assignment scheme with (/:-!) levels as 
shown in Fig. 3b for k=4. Let coi be the window length for level i. Then coq and co\ are 
equivalent to the regular window length cOr and patching window length cot in the 
original equal-split stream assignment scheme. 
Streams within the same level i window belong to an L, patching group. For a 
client admitted via y^-phase recursive patching, it will begin with a new P-stream and 
at the same time caches video data from the first stream in the Lk-i patching group, 
which is a TV2-stream. In Phase 2, it will release the P-stream and begin caching data 
from the first stream, in the L^ t-s patching group, which is a TVs-stream. In general, the 
client caches video data from the T^,-stream and the T/：.,.]-stream during Phase i for 
i<{k-l). In Phase (众-1), the client caches video data from a Ti-stream and the R-stream, 
and finally releases the Ti-stream to continue playback using the R-stream in the last 
Phase k. 
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Again, we can optimize the set of window lengths [coq, coi, ..., cok-i} offline 
using exhaustive search. Note that the computational complexity increases 
exponentially with k. Further researches are therefore needed to devise 




In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of recursive patching using simulations. 
We assume Poisson client arrivals and all clients playback the video from the 
beginning to the end without interactive operations. For simplicity, we ignore network 
delays and processing delays. Table 1 lists the system parameters used in our 
simulation study. We use startup latency - defined as the time from client arrival to the 
time playback can begin, as the performance metric for comparison. 
Fig. 4 plots the startup latency versus arrival rate ranging from 0.1 to 1 
client/second. There are three curves plotting the startup delay for 3-phase, 4-phase, 
and 5-phase recursive patching respectively. Note that 3-phase recursive patching is 
equivalent to transition patching. 
Compared to transition patching (i.e. with k=3), the 4-phase recursive patching 
can achieve significantly lower startup latency under the same load. For example, the 
latency is reduced by 78%, 67% and 62% at arrival rates of 0.3/s, 0.6/s and 0.9/s 
respectively. The improvement is particularly significant at higher arrival rates. This 
can be explained by the observation that at higher arrival rates, the streams are more 
closely spaced and thus, enables more data sharing by patching recursively, 
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Table I. Parameters used in simulations. 
Parameter Range of values 
Request arrival rate (/s) 0 .1 -1 .0 
Movie length (s) 7200 
Number of server channels 20 
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Fig. 4. Performance of AP-RP. 
The latency is further reduced when 5-phase recursive patching is employed 
although the reduction is less significant. Compared to transition patching, 5P-RP can 
achieve latency reductions of 81%, 78% and 70% at arrival rates of 0.3/s, 0.6/s and 
0.9/s respectively. We were not able to generate results for larger values of k due to 
the extensive computation time needed for optimizing the window lengths {G)O’ �i , . ..， 
cok-i) (c.f. Section 4.2). Nevertheless the current results do suggest that the 




We investigated in this study a generalized recursive patching scheme (/:P-RP) for 
building efficient, large-scale video-on-demand systems. This new scheme unified 
the existing patching and transition patching schemes as special cases of 2P-RP and 
3P-RP respectively. By using larger values of k (i.e., k>2>), we showed that the 
recursive patching scheme can achieve significantly lower startup latency compared 
to even the already efficient transition patching scheme, at the same load and with the 
same system resources. Optimization of the patching window lengths in stream 
assignment, however, turned out to be very computationally expensive. Therefore 
further research is needed to reduce the computation time needed and also to explore 
other stream assignment algorithms. 
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The provisioning of large-scale video-on-demand (VoD) services has attracted much 
attention in recent years. In current VoD systems, whenever a new client starts a video 
session, a dedicated stream is allocated to serve the user till the end of the viewing 
session. Video data are transmitted to the client in a point-to-point manner, known as 
unicast streaming. In unicast streaming, clients can control playback of the video at 
will, such as performing pause/resume and seeking (i.e., change to a new playback 
position). However, as unicast streaming requires separate streaming bandwidth for 
each and every client, the server and network bandwidth resources consumed will 
inevitably grow linearly with the user population. Therefore, unlike TV broadcasters, 
VoD service providers cannot benefit from the economy-of-scale in serving large user 
populations. Worst still, the need for specialized high-capacity streaming servers and 
network equipment often increases the per-client cost when scaling up such a system. 
In response to this challenge, researchers have recently begun to investigate the 
use of network multicast for video streaming. Unlike unicast transmission, a multicast 
video stream can be shared by more than one receiver. The network switches/routers 
will automatically replicate the multicast data for multiple receivers without adding 
any extra streaming workload at the video server. Over the last decade researchers 
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have developed a number of innovative algorithms/protocols to take advantage of 
network multicast to significantly reduce the resources required for video streaming. 
Notable examples include batching [1-5], patching [6-8], piggybacking [25-28], 
bandwidth skimming [10], and periodic broadcasting [21-23]. 
With multiple clients sharing a multicast video stream, individual client cannot 
alter the playback sequence (e.g. performing a seek to another playback location) 
without affecting other clients of the same data stream. One solution is to dynamically 
allocate a separate interactive video stream to perform interactive playback control 
and then merge the client back to an existing multicast video stream afterwards [13, 
33]. Our simulation study of a number of recently proposed multicast streaming 
algorithms [11, 12, 24, 29] modified to support interactive playback control reveals 
that performance of these algorithms will degrade significantly even at relatively low 
levels of interactivity (e.g. mean access latency increases from 0.11 seconds with no 
interactivity to 698.28 seconds with only 0.39 interactive control per viewing session 
for the Dyadic algorithm [11, 12]). At higher levels of interactivity, the performance 
degrades so much that the performance differences between different streaming 
algorithms diminish as most of the system resources are then used to support 
interactive playback control instead of serving new clients. 
This study tackles this challenge by investigating the fundamental limitation to 
multicast streaming algorithms in supporting interactive playback control. We present 
a general solution - Static Full Stream Scheduling (SPSS), which can be applied to 
many of the existing multicast streaming algorithms to substantially improve their 
performance when interactive playback control is to be supported. Moreover, to solve 
the problem of optimizing the algorithm for the often unknown client access patterns 
(e.g. arrival rates and interactivity rates), we present a novel Just-in-Time Simulation 
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(JTS) scheme to dynamically and automatically tune operating parameters of the 
SPSS while the system is online. This JTS scheme not only eliminates the need for a 
priori knowledge of the often unknown system parameters, but also can adapt to 
changes in the client access pattern over time. 
The remainder of this part of thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews 
some previous works on multicast streaming algorithms and existing approaches to 
support interactive playback control; Chapter 3 presents a client interaction model and 
studies the performance impact of interactive playback control to the existing 
multicast streaming algorithms; Chapter 4 presents the general Static Full Stream 
Scheduling (SPSS) technique and its applications to some existing multicast 
streaming algorithms; Chapter 5 presents the Just-in-Time Simulation scheme to 
address parameter estimation and performance optimization issues when applying the 
SPSS scheme in practice; Chapter 6 presents simulation results to evaluate the 




In this chapter, we first review a number of the current state-of-the-art multicast 
streaming algorithms and then present the existing methods to support interactive 
playback control in some of these algorithms. 
2.1 Multicast Streaming Algorithms 
There are two fundamental operations, namely patching and caching [6-8, 13，33] 
common in most multicast streaming algorithms. When a client is admitted to the 
system, there may be one or more on-going multicast video streams transmitting the 
requested video title. This newly admitted client can cache one or more of these 
multicast video streams to share the transmitted data - caching, but will not be able to 
begin playback as it has missed the initial portion of the video stream. To tackle this 
problem, the client can request another video stream to transmit the initial missing 
video portion to enable playback to begin - patching. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the process of admitting new clients through patching and 
caching. Two clients, denoted by Ca and Cb, arrive at the system at time ta and h 
respectively requesting the same video. To facilitate discussion, we divide the whole 
video into three logical segments Di to D3, and use [D,’ Dj] to denote the video data 
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Fig, 1. The patching and caching technique. 
from the /出 to t h e s e g m e n t . We assume that the video being requested is of length L 
seconds encoded at a constant bit-rate of R bps. 
Assuming the system is idle when Ca arrives, the video server will allocate a 
video stream to transmit to client Q the whole video from the beginning to the end (i.e. 
[Di’ D3]). We call this video stream a full stream, denoted by Sa. The cost of serving Q 
is thus equal to the bandwidth-duration product LR bits. At time tb, client Cb arrives 
and caches video data from Sa. As it has missed the initial (tb-ta) seconds of the video 
(i.e. Di), the system will need to initiate a new stream Sb, called a partial stream, to 
stream the missed portion Di to client c^ to enable it to begin playback (i.e. patching). 
Client Cb can then simultaneously cache subsequent video data [D2, D3] from Sa for the 
rest of the video session (i.e. caching). In this way, the cost of serving clients Ca and Cb 
is reduced from 2LR bits as in a unicast-based VoD system to {L+{tb-ta))R bits. The 
tradeoffs are the need for the client to receive two video streams simultaneously and 
the additional buffers needed to store the cached data for later playback. 
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Fig. 2. A merge tree for patching and caching. 
For clients arriving after Cb, they can also be patched and eventually merged 
back to the full stream as long as they arrive before the full stream (So) ends. We can 
view this patching and caching process as a merge tree with the full stream Sa as its 
root and the partial streams (e.g. Sb) as its leaves as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2a, a later 
client Cc is admitted into the system by caching data from Sa. In other words, the 
assigned new stream Sc is attached as a child of the full stream Sa in the tree. Note that 
in general a client is not limited to caching data from only a full stream, but also 
on-going partial streams as well. In our case, as the client Cc enters the system before 
the partial stream Sb ends, it can also cache video data from Sb as shown in Fig. 2b. In 
this case client Cc is assigned to cache data from Sb while playing back data received 
from Sc. After that it follows the tree structure to switch to cache data from Sa in order 
to merge back to the full stream Sa. This may enable further resource reduction 
because to the client Cc the duration of initial video data missed is less when caching 
from the partial stream Sb instead of from the full stream Sa. 
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As Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b illustrate, there are in general more than one way to 
admit a new client, i.e., there are different paths to reach the root of the merge tree 
from the leaves. Different multicast streaming algorithms will have different ways to 
select the path to reach the root of the merge tree, and consequently, with different 
performance and tradeoffs. We review in the following some state-of-the-art 
algorithms in multicast video streaming. 
Shi and Kuo [29] proposed two multicast streaming algorithms, called 
Controlled Greedy Recursive Patching (CGRP) and Cost-Aware Recursive Patching 
(CARP). A new partial stream is always started when admitting a client. In CGRP, a 
new client is assigned to cache data from the latest reachable stream - defined as the 
partial stream already in the merge tree that terminates after the newly started partial 
stream; and in CARP a new client is inserted at a point in the merge tree so as to 
minimize the additional server bandwidth consumption caused. 
In another study [11，12], Coffman et al proposed the Dyadic algorithm for 
merging streams. Assume a full stream Sf was started at time t, then all subsequent 
clients arriving in the time interval [r, t+L/2) will join the tree with 5/as the root. To 
construct the tree, the time interval is further divided into dyadic intervals by the time 
instants r+L/(2r'), with /=1,2’.... and r being the dyadic ratio. The earliest stream in 
each dyadic interval then becomes a child of Sf. The same procedure is then applied 
recursively to each dyadic interval until all clients are assigned. 
In the previous three algorithms, the patching and caching schedules, i.e., the 
merge tree, are assigned and fixed upon admission. In another study [24], Eager et al. 
proposed an Earliest Reachable Merge Target (ERMT) algorithm [24] that relaxed 
this restriction and allow even on-going patching and caching schedues to be 
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Fig. 3. Performance of different multicast streaming algorithms. 
modified when admitting new clients, thereby enabling further performance 
improvements. 
To illustrate the efficiency of multicast streaming algorithms, we plot in Fig. 3 
the access latency - defined as the mean time a client has to wait before playback can 
begin (ignoring network delays and prefetch buffering delays), versus client arrival 
rates ranging from 0.01/s up to 0.1/s for the four previously mentioned algorithms. 
Note that for the Dyadic algorithm we use a dyadic ratio of 1.62 instead of 2.0 
proposed in the original study [11,12] according to the recent study by Bar-Noy et al. 
[17]. There are a total of 10 streaming channels available at the server. Once all 
channels are occupied, subsequent arriving requests will have to wait until a server 
channel is released. We can observe that all the four multicast streaming algorithms 
are very efficient, achieving relatively short latency even at heavy arrival rates. For 
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example, with a video length of 7,200 seconds, an arrival rate of 0.1 client per second 
will require on average 720 streaming channels in a unicast-based VoD system to 
avoid overload. Using just 10 channels these multicast streaming algorithms manage 
to reduce the resource requirements by as much as 98%. 
However, these rather spectacular performance gains are achievable only if the 
clients are not allowed to perform any interactive playback control. In particular, 
common to the Dyadic, CARP, CGRP, and many other multicast streaming 
algorithms, a configurable system parameter denoted by W - full-stream restart 
threshold, is used to control the minimum duration between the allocations of two 
consecutive full streams. Decreasing W will generate full streams more frequently, 
thereby dividing the clients into larger number of independent merge trees. Not 
surprisingly, the choice of Whas significant impact on the system's performance and 
each of the previously discussed algorithms has its own way to set the threshold W. 
However, in Section 3.4 we show that these thresholds are no longer valid when 
interactive playback control is supported, and performance of these multicast 
streaming algorithms will degrade dramatically. 
2.2 Interactive Playback Support 
In a unicast video streaming system, each video stream is dedicated to one client and 
any interactive playback operation can be supported by simply adjusting the video 
content streamed to the client. By contrast, this cannot be accomplished in the same 
way in a multicast video streaming system without affecting playback of other clients 
sharing the same multicast video stream. 
One way to alleviate this problem is to support only discontinuous interactive 
playback control. Unlike continuous playback controls, where a client can change the 
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playback point to any point within the video, discontinuous playback control allows 
the client to change to only a limited number of playback points. For example, 
Almeroth and Ammar [16] considered a staggered multicast video streaming system 
with consecutive video streams offset by K seconds. In this system, clients are 
allowed to change the current playback point to a new playback point iK (/=1,2,...) 
seconds away in either the forward and reverse direction. Similarly, the client can 
pause for durations only in multiples of K seconds. With these constraints, interactive 
playback operations can then be implemented simply by switching to another 
multicast stream that is offset by iK seconds. Additionally, if the client has the 
buffering capacity, it can also implement continuous pause of any duration simply by 
buffering the incoming video data for later playback. 
Clearly, while discontinuous playback controls do not consume extra resources, 
the limited number of seekable playback points will significantly degrade user 
experiences. To achieve true video-on-demand it is therefore necessary to support 
continuous playback controls. One solution is to initiate dedicated interactive streams 
to support interactive playback control and to merge it back to an existing multicast 
video stream with the patching algorithm. This approach was first proposed by Liao 
and Li in their Split-and-Merge (SAM) protocol for VoD systems employing batching 
[13, 33], and later on studied by Abram-Profeta and Shin [31]. In both studies a 
break-away client after performing an interactive playback control is treated as a new 
client arrival, albeit not necessarily starting video playback from the beginning. The 
break-away client uses the patching stream to sustain video playback while caching 
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Fig. 4. Interactive playback merging process. 
We illustrate the merging process with an example. At some time after 
admission, a client c,„ may issue a forward seeking (FSEEK) or backward seeking 
(BSEEK) request to an offset ？,„ seconds relative to the beginning of the video. As 
there are other clients receiving data from the same multicast stream, the client c,„ has 
to break away from the multicast stream and find a full stream Sk that has its current 
multicasting point pk {pk > t,n) nearest to 广,„• Then the client simply merges back to this 
full stream Sk by patching and caching. 
Fig. 4 illustrates this process. The full stream Sk has started for pk seconds and 
is about to multicast the data block D„,+i. In the first phase which lasts for (pk 一 tm) 
seconds, c,„ resumes video playback from point with video data D,„ received from a 
newly initiated partial stream S„,. At the same time, c,„ buffers data D,„+i from Sk- After 
(pk - tm) seconds, patching ends and S,n is released. The client continues its video 
playback with data received from Sk until another interactive playback control is 
requested. In the process, a buffer large enough to cache {pk - t,n) seconds of video 
data is required. In case an eligible full stream Sk cannot be found, a partial stream will 
be started to transmit video data from t,„ till the end of movie. 
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The two studies differ in that Abram-Profeta and Shin [31] assumes the client 
has the buffer for caching video data while in the SAM protocol [13，33] the buffer 
can be located either in the client or in a shared proxy serving multiple clients. 
Alternatively, the server can also initiate a new video stream at twice the video bit-rate 
to enable the client to catch up with an on-going multicast video stream [32]. 
In a more recent study, Ma and Shin [20] proposed an even more sophisticated 
algorithm called Best-Effort Patching (BEP) that uses a dynamic algorithm to merge 
clients after interactive playback operations. This dynamic algorithm enables clients 
to cache video data from more than one stream throughout the whole merging process 
and thus can achieve further network resource reduction compared to simple patching 
and caching. 
Finally, researchers have also proposed other techniques to reduce the 
resources required in implementing interactive playback control, including trading off 
seeking precision [9，16] and video quality [14]. These techniques are orthogonal to 
this study and thus can be combined to yield further resource reductions. We refer the 





While researchers have proposed algorithms and techniques to support interactive 
video playback in multicast streaming algorithms, so far there is no systematic study 
on the performance degradation (or increase in resource requirement) that results 
from supporting interactive playback control. Moreover, the recent advances in 
multicast streaming algorithms (e.g. [11’ 12, 24，29]) have significantly increased the 
efficiency of multicast video streaming systems and thus the performance impact of 
supporting interactive playback control may be further amplified. 
In this chapter, we investigate this issue by first defining a user interactivity 
model for issuing interactive playback control requests. Next we discuss how 
admission and interactive requests are scheduled and then present simulation results 
to evaluate the performance impact of supporting interactive playback control on the 
current state-of-the-art multicast streaming algorithms. 
3.1 Interactivity Model 
Interactive playback operations are commonly modeled after their counterparts in 
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Fig. 5. Client interaction model. 
slow motion, frame stepping, fast forward and fast backward visual search, as well as 
forward and backward seeking. Over the years, researchers have devised a number of 
user interactivity models [18，19，31] for different applications. 
For example, Branch et al [18] reported user access statistics collected from a 
Multi-campus Interactive Educational Resource system. They showed that interactive 
behavior can be adequately modeled by an exponential distribution, while lognormal 
distribution gives an even closer match to the real statistics. Since these statistical 
results are collected from applications where frequent repeated viewings of certain 
sections are common (e.g. educational materials), they may not be suitable for other 
applications such as entertainment contents and movie viewing. In another study, Li 
et al. [19] devised a two-state model in which users are either in the NORMAL or the 
INTERACTION state, and stay in that state for a random period of time that is 
exponentially distributed. In a third study, Abram-Profeta et al [31] distinguished 
between different states and devised a multi-state interaction model. We adopt this 
model in this thesis to form the model depicted in Fig. 5. 
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Beginning at the NORMAL state, the client will transit to the NORMAL, 
PAUSE, FSEEK, and BSEEK states with probability Pp, Pf, and Pb respectively 
(i.e. Pn + Pp + Pf+ Pb=l)- Once in the NORMAL or PAUSE state, the client will stay 
there for a random duration that is exponentially distributed with mean jUsd seconds. 
For FSEEKTBSEEK states, the client will perform a random seek to a new position 
with a seek distance exponentially distributed with mean jUsd seconds. This 
interactivity model can capture several characteristics of user interactions, including 
the level of client interactivity, the relative frequency of individual control requests, 
and the duration of interactive playback control. 
3.2 Request Scheduling 
In interactive multicast streaming, there are two types of streaming requests, namely 
admission requests generated by newly arrived clients; and merging requests 
generated by clients performing interactive playback control. Intuitively, to the end 
users admission delay is far more tolerable than delay in performing interactive 
playback control. To account for this observation, we can separately place admission 
requests in an admission queue and merging requests in a merging queue. Then we 
give priority to waiting requests in the merging queue whenever server resources 
become available. However, this approach suffers from a significant problem. 
Specifically, if merging requests have absolute priority over admission 
requests, the available resources will be dominated by them at high system load. Now 
as merging requests generate only partial streams, the system will eventually run out 
of full stream to serve as the root of merge trees for admitting new clients and merging 
break-away clients. Consequently, the break-away clients will not be able to merge 
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back to an on-going full stream and thus cannot release their assigned stream for reuse 
by other clients, leading to inefficient resource utilization. 
Therefore, instead of simply giving absolute priority to merging requests, the 
system will try to schedule a full stream every W seconds, where W is the full-stream 
restart threshold. In particular, whenever a streaming channel becomes available, the 
server will allocate it as a new full stream (and admitting all waiting admission 
requests in the process) if the time since the last full stream allocation is equal to or 
longer than W seconds. Otherwise the available streaming channel will be allocated 
first to waiting merging requests, and then to admission requests if the merging queue 
is empty. 
This request scheduling algorithm together with the merging algorithm for 
break-away clients can be applied to the Dyadic, CARP, and CGRP algorithms. We 
call these modified versions interactive Dyadic, interactive CARP, and interactive 
CGRP respectively. For ERMT, as it has no equivalent parameter as the full-stream 
restart threshold W, the above algorithm is not directly applicable. Instead, we modify 
the ERMT algorithm to give priority to admission request if the time lapsed since the 
last full stream generation is equal to or longer than W seconds. This prevents the 
server channels from being monopolized by merging requests. Similarly, we call this 
modified version interactive ERMT to distinguish it from the original version. 
3.3 Client Buffer Management 
During patching and caching, a client will receive data at a rate of 2R bps while 
playing back video at R bps. As a result, video data will accumulate in the client buffer 
at a rate of R bps. For the Dyadic, CARP and CGRP algorithms, a client arriving t 
seconds after the last full stream allocation will need to perform patching and caching 
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for t seconds, buffering tR bits of video data in the process. Now given that a new full 
stream is started whenever the time lapsed since the last full stream exceeds W 
seconds, the maximum duration of patching and caching process in the interactive 
Dyadic, CARP and CGRP algorithms is W seconds and thus they require a client 
buffer size of WR bits. As the parameter Wdoes not exist in ERMT, we cannot control 
the starting frequency of full streams. To determine the maximum client buffer 
requirement, we note that video data accumulate in the client buffer at R bps when a 
client is doing patching and caching. During that phase, t seconds of video is received 
in tH seconds. Since t<L the maximum buffer size required is equal to half of the 
video, i.e., RLI2 bits, for the ERMT algorithm. 
In case the client buffer size is limited to say BcR bits, the maximum duration 
of patching and caching during admission will then be limited to Be seconds, which 
implies that the parameter W is limited by Be (i.e. W <BJ. On the other hand, due to 
server bandwidth constraint, consecutive full streams may be offset by more than W 
seconds, so is the duration of patching and caching during the merging process of 
break-away clients after interactive playback operations. Thus we have to impose an 
additional constraint of -?„,)< on the merging operation described in Section 
2.2. In other words, if the constraint is not satisfied then a partial stream will be started 
to serve the merging client till the end of the video. In this case the stream is held for a 
much longer duration, and thus will incur heavier load on the system when compared 
to merging by patching and caching. Nevertheless this scenario only occurs at 
extremely low arrival rates when the time offset between two consecutive full streams 
is usually much larger than W seconds. 
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With client buffer we can further optimize the PAUSE operation. Specifically, 
instead of immediately breaking away from the video stream, once a PAUSE 
operation is executed, the client can continue to receive and cache video data at a rate 
of 2R bps if patching and caching is in progress or R bps otherwise. Thus, with a 
buffer of BcR bits, no matter a client is in the progress of patching and caching or not, 
it can implement resource-free PAUSE operation if T^  + T^ ^ < B^  where Tp and Tpc are 
duration of PAUSE and duration of patching and caching respectively. Otherwise, the 
client will issue a merging request to merge back to an existing full stream. 
3.4 Performance Impact 
With the previously described modification to support interactive playback operations 
in Dyadic, CARP, CGRP, and ERMT, we investigate in the following the 
performance impact of interactive playback operations on the system performance 
using discrete-event simulations. The simulation results are obtained from a simulator 
written based on the CNCL simulation library [15] and the system parameters 
employed are summarized in Table I. 
We use two measures, namely access latency and interactive playback latency 
to compare the performance of different multicast streaming algorithms under various 
interactive playback interaction intensities. For interactive playback latency, it is 
measured from the time the client issues a FSEEK or a BSEEK operation to the time 
video playback resumes at the new playback point. For PAUSE operation, it is the 
waiting time measured from the time a client requests to return from the PAUSE state 
to the NORMAL playback state to the time video playback resumes. 
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Table I. Default system parameters. 
Parameters Symbol Value 
Arrival rate (requests /s) ？i 0.01 
Mean seeking distance (s) 500 
Probability of FSEEK Pf N/A 
Probability of BSEEK P^ N/A 
Probability of PAUSE Pp N/A 
Multicast streaming algorithm for admission N/A Dyadic 
Client buffer size Be N/A 
Movie length (s) L 7200 
Number of server channels N 24 
Fig. 6a and 6b plots respectively the access latency and the interactive 
playback latency for the interactive Dyadic, CARP, CGRP, and ERMT algorithms. In 
this experiment, we set N (number of server channels) = 10, P" (probability of BSEEK) 
and Pp (probability of PAUSE) to 0，while 尸,(probability of FSEEK) varies from 0.0 
to 0.1. This corresponds to a mean interactive playback intensity from 0 to 1.24 
request/client. At zero interactive playback intensity, all four algorithms perform 
extremely well with access latency well within 10 seconds. However, when we 
increase the interactive playback intensity to just 0.2 request/client, i.e., on average 
one interactive playback control is performed for every five clients, the access latency 
increases dramatically to tens of seconds. For even higher interactive playback 
intensity, the performance degrades so much so that the performance differences of 
different algorithms (e.g. CARP versus ERMT) diminish. Similarly, the interactive 
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playback latency also increases dramatically for higher interactive playback intensity, 
reaching hundreds of seconds even for intensity less than 1 request/client. 
These results clearly show that the current multicast streaming algorithms such 
as Dyadic, CARP, CGRP, and ERMT, are not designed to support interactive 
playback control. Although we can extend them to support interactive playback 
control, the system resources will be dominated by the resulting merging requests, 
leading to unacceptable performance even at very low levels of interactivity (e.g. 0.1 
request/client). 
It may appear surprising that the performance degradation is so substantial 
even for interactive playback intensity of only 0.1 request/client. After all, the system 
can serve interactive playback requests in the same way as admission requests using 
batching, patching, and caching. However, one fundamental difference is that while 
admission request always begins video playback from the beginning of the video, 
interactive playback requests can request playback to resume at any playback points 
over the entire duration of the video. Consequently, while all the waiting admission 
requests can be batched and served together once a free channel becomes available, 
the differing playback points of waiting merging requests render batching improbable. 
As a result, each merging request will require a dedicated partial stream to resume 
playback and this significantly increases resource consumption. 
To further investigate the performance impact of each type of interactive 
playback operations, we simulate a system with N:2A channels and interactive 
playback transition probabilities given by {Pj, Pt, Pp) = (0.03, 0.03, 0.03). Then we 
vary in turn the transition probability of one of the interactive playback operations 
from 0.01 to 0.1 and plot the results in Fig. 7a and 7b. We observe that generally 
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extends the duration of the video session which in turn will generate more merging 
requests. By contrast, a FSEEK will skip some of the video and thus effectively 
shortening the video session, thereby also reducing the number of merging requests 
generated. The PAUSE operation, on the other hand, incurs significantly less 
overhead as most of them can be handled in a resource-free manner through 
client-side buffering as described in Section 3.3. 
Nevertheless, the previous results clearly show that current multicast 
streaming algorithms will suffer from significant performance degradation if 
interactive playback control is supported. We address this challenge in the next 




STATIC FULL STREAM SCHEDULING 
To obtain insights into the dynamics of the system when interactive playback control 
is present, we first formulate a simplified system model that accounts for the cost of 
serving interactive playback requests. Recall from Chapter 2 that there are full 
streams and partial streams in a multicast streaming system. Assuming full streams 
are generated once every W seconds, then the mean number of full streams in the 
system will be equal to L/W. Thus on average, the playback point after interactive 
playback control of a client will be offset by W/2 seconds when compared to the full 
stream with the nearest playback point. To merge this request back to the full stream, 
the system will thus incur a mean merging cost of 
, 一 伙 o 
: (1) 
where (W/2) is the mean merging time and R is the video bit-rate. 
Now as merging requests generally cannot be batched, with a merging request 
rate of fi^ cR requests/second, the resulting merging operations will consume system 
resources at a rate of 
D WR , � � 




Therefore summing (2) and (3) we obtain the total resource consumption rate: 
/?, = / ? , + 二 + 评 2) (4) 
Differentiating both sides with respect to Wwe have 
dR' __RL R 
with the minimum R' occurring at 
2L 
二 一 （6) 
V ^ CR 
Thus Wis a decreasing function of jUy^R，suggesting that as the merging request 
rate increases, we should use a smaller W in order to minimize the resource 
consumption rate. Clearly, this simple analysis does not take into account factors such 
as playback request admissions and server bandwidth constraint. Nevertheless it 
reveals that the full-stream restart threshold employed in existing multicast streaming 
algorithms may no longer be optimal when interactive playback control is supported. 
To verify this hypothesis, we simulated the Dyadic multicast streaming 
algorithm with three sets of interactive playback parameters (P/, Pb, Pp) and plot in Fig. 
8 the normalized interactive playback latency for full-stream threshold W ranging 
from 100 to 750 seconds. In the original Dyadic algorithm the restart threshold is 
derived to be Vr=3600 seconds. However the results show that this threshold is no 
longer optimal when interactive playback is allowed. Moreover, the actual optimal 
threshold varies with different sets of interactive playback parameters - 620s (Set A), 
490s (Set B), and 260s (Set C). The results also confirm that as we increase the 
interactive playback intensity (e.g. from F/=0.2 in Set A to P/=0.6 in Set C), the 
resultant optimal threshold also decreases. 
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Fig. 8. Optimal W of client access patterns. 
Clearly, one straightforward solution to improving the algorithms' 
performance is to adjust the full-stream restart threshold Wfor a given set of operating 
parameters - Static Full Stream Scheduling (SPSS). However given the complexity of 
the multicast streaming algorithms, an analytical model capturing all the essential 
features of the system does not appear to be tractable. Alternatively we can use 
simulations to find the optimal full-stream threshold. However, even this approach 
can only be done if all the system parameters, such as arrival rate and the respectively 
transition probabilities for various interactive controls, are all known in advance. This 
is clearly not possible in practice and thus we investigate in the next chapter an 
adaptive approach to solve this problem. 
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Chapter 1 
ADAPTIVE FULL STREAM 
SCHEDULING 
It is clearly not possible to find the optimal full-stream threshold W without knowing 
all the system parameters, which themselves are not known a priori. To tackle this 
problem, we propose a Just-in-Time Simulation (JTS) technique to estimate the 
system parameters while the system is online, and then dynamically adjust the system 
threshold based on results obtained from an embedded simulator. The embedded 
simulator is built into the video streaming system to perform simulations similar to 
those in Chapter 4 for finding the optimal full-stream restart threshold W. Once 
completed, the system uses the newly obtained threshold and the JTS algorithm is 
restarted and the whole process repeats until the threshold converges. With this JTS 
technique a service operator then no longer needs to know the system parameters in 
advance and can let the system dynamically adjusts itself according to the actual 
measured system parameters. An additional advantage is that if the system parameter 
changes (e.g. when a new video is introduced into the system or due to time of day, 
day of week changes), the JTS technique can also adapt to the new system parameters 
automatically. 
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The JTS technique comprises three steps. First we need an initial full-stream 
threshold to allow the system to begin operations such that system parameters can be 
measured. Second, once the system parameters are measured, we need to run the 
embedded simulator with the measured system parameters to find the optimal 
threshold. This process is repeated until the obtained threshold converges. Finally, we 
need to detect any changes in the system parameters which may require adjustment of 
the threshold again, i.e., repeating step two. 
When the system is first started, it clearly does not have any past statistics for 
the embedded simulator to optimize W. Nevertheless, we can choose an initial 
threshold based on offline simulations results. The JTS algorithm can then collect 
statistics from subsequent requests to refine the threshold to improve performance. 
Specifically, the system needs to estimate five system parameters: the client 
arrival rate A, probability of FSEEK Pf, probability of BSEEK Pb, probability of 
PAUSE Pp and mean seek distance ju^^ • Given a set of n sampled data values Xk {k = 
1,2,.../2) with sample mean M, the confidence interval (CI) bounding the estimated 








is the standard deviation of the samples, and the parameter t can be found from a 
？-value lookup table. 
Using this CI method we can obtain estimates of the system parameters for use 
in the embedded simulator to obtain an updated threshold W. This updated threshold 
is then adopted in the system for new requests while the system continues to collect 
access statistics for the next round of embedded simulations. The JTS scheme can be 
executed repetitively or we can also define a stopping condition to free up the server 
processor to carry out other tasks. For example, we can define a stopping condition 
such as 
(10) 
where the numerator represents the 95% confidence interval. The server then 
continues updating the threshold VT until the index n of all five parameters fall below 
K%, where /i： is a configurable parameter. After which the server completes the 
initiation and optimization steps. 
If the system parameters do not change, then the previous initialization and 
optimization steps will be sufficient to optimize the full-stream threshold. In practice 
however, these parameters can change dynamically with changes in the video 
collection, the time of the day, or the day of the week. For example, the client arrival 
rate in a day can vary substantially from a low rate at the morning to a high rate at 
peak hours from about 7:00 pm to 1:00 am. 
To address this problem, the system continues to collect access statistics even 
after system initialization is completed. In particular, the system uses a sliding 
window to collect the access statistics and periodically compute the statistical index in 
(10). Once the index n of any system parameter exceeds a preset threshold, say 
50 
{K+Y)%, the JTS scheme will be restarted to optimize the threshold again as in the 





In this chapter, we evaluate the performance gains achievable by the proposed SPSS 
scheme when applied to existing multicast streaming algorithms and also study the 
dynamic behavior of the JTS scheme when the system parameters change 
dynamically. The simulation results are generated from a discrete-event simulator 
written based on the CNCL simulation library [15]. For the multicast streaming 
algorithms, unless stated otherwise we adopt the configurations proposed in their 
original studies and use the default parameters in Table I. 
6.1 Optimization of the Full Stream 
Threshold 
We first study the sensitivity of the optimal full-stream restart threshold with respect 
to the system parameters, namely the arrival rate A ’ the probability of FSEEK P/, the 
probability of BSEEK Pb, the probability of PAUSE Pp, and the mean seeking 
distance ju^^. For all the simulations, we set N=24, default interaction parameters (P/， 
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Fig. 9. Trends of optimal starting threshold. 
Fig. 9a plots the optimal threshold versus the transition probabilities for the 
three types of interactions. We observe that in general the optimal threshold decreases 
with increases in the interaction probability, e.g., the threshold decreases from 650s to 
240s (P/) and 190s {Pb) respectively when the transition probability is increased from 
0.0 to 0.7. For PAUSE the optimal threshold fluctuates between 650s and 550s, 
indicating that PAUSE operations incur insignificant performance impacts. 
Fig. 9b plots the optimal threshold versus mean seek distance ranging from 
100s to 900s. We observe that the optimal threshold can vary significantly, in this case 
from 330s to 1340s. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 9c, the optimal threshold can also 
vary widely when the arrival rate varies from 0.006 client/second to 0.02 
client/second. These two sets of results show that it is undesirable to employ a 
constant full-stream restart threshold, thus confirming the need for the adaptive JTS 
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scheme presented in Chapter 5. 
6.2 Latencies Comparisons 
In this section, we compare the performance gains achievable by the proposed SPSS 
algorithm when applied to three existing multicast streaming algorithms, namely 
Dyadic [11，12], CARP [29], and BEP [20]. 
In the first set of results, we compare the admission latency (Fig. 10a) and 
interactive playback latency (Fig. 10b) of two categories of algorithms. The first 
category comprises the interactive Dyadic, interactive CARP, interactive ERMT, and 
BEP algorithms using full-stream thresholds as proposed in their original studies [11， 
12, 20，24, 29]; the second category comprises the interactive Dyadic, interactive 
CARP, and BEP algorithms equipped with the SPSS algorithm to determine the 
full-stream threshold. 
The results in both Fig. 10a and 10b show that the SPSS algorithm can 
significantly reduce the admission and interactive playback latencies. For example, 
SPSS reduces the interactive playback latency of the Dyadic algorithm by 99.92%, 
98.58% and 93.41% respectively at interactive playback intensities of 1.97, 3.92 and 
5.86 requests/client. It is worth noting that the performance gains achieved by the 
SPSS algorithm far exceed the performance differences between different multicast 
algorithms, especially at high interactive playback intensities. 
In the second set of results, we set (P/, Pb, Pp) = (0.05, 0.05, 0.05) and plot in 
Fig. 10c and Fig. lOd the latencies for different algorithms under different client 
arrival rates. The observations are consistent with those in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b, 
showing that the proposed SPSS algorithm again significantly reduces the admission 
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Fig. 11. Performance impact of client buffer constraint. 
latency, e.g., by 89.96%, 92.71% and 92.88% respectively at arrival rates of 0.03/s, 
0.06/s and 0.09/s for the Dyadic algorithm. 
6.3 Effect of Client Buffer Constraint 
In the previous results, we have set the client buffer size to half of the video length (i.e. 
Be = L/2) as suggested in the original studies. If we reduce the buffer size, then some 
admission or merging requests will force the system to generate a full stream instead 
of merging with a partial stream. To investigate the effect of the buffer size, we plot in 
Fig. 11 the interactive playback latency versus client buffer size ranging from 100 
seconds to 7,200 seconds, with {Pf, Pb, Pp) = (0.1,0.1, 0.1), N = 24，and A = 0.01/s. 
The results show that the latency decreases rapidly when we increase the buffer 
size from 100 seconds to around 1,000 seconds. Beyond that the improvements are 
less significant. Thus the buffer sizes suggested in the original studies (i.e., L/2=3,600 
seconds) are more than sufficient for achieving good performance in SPSS algorithm. 
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6.4 Just-in-Time Simulation 
In this section we study two aspects of the JTS scheme, namely the time for the JTS 
scheme to reach the optimal threshold, and JTS's ability to adapt to changes in system 
parameters. 
First we consider JTS's convergent time in Fig. 12a. At time zero the system is 
started with no knowledge of the system parameters. The server collects access 
statistics and then invokes the JTS module to continuously refine the full-stream 
threshold. With an initial threshold value of 600 seconds, the JTS scheme initially 
adjusted the threshold to a range of values around 300 seconds. However, as more 
access statistics are collected, the system parameters are better estimated and thus JTS 
progressively refine the threshold to approach the optimal value of 590 seconds. In 
this simulation run JTS took about 8,500 seconds to converge to the optimal 
full-stream threshold. 
Not surprisingly, the convergent time will depend on the system parameters, 
and in particular the arrival rate as it determines the rate at which access statistics are 
collected. Fig. 12b illustrates this relation by plotting the convergent time against 
arrival rates ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 clients/second. We can observe that higher 
arrival rates can substantially reduce the convergent time, but in all cases the 
convergent time is relatively modest compared to the duration of a video session. 
Next, we investigate JTS's ability to adapt to varying system parameters. In 
this experiment, we set N=24, (P,，Pb, Pp) = (0.05, 0.05,0.05), but vary the arrival rate 
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The resulting time series for the estimated arrival rate and the estimated optimal 
threshold are plot in Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b respectively. We can observe that the 
system can accurately estimate the arrival rates and obtain the corresponding optimal 





In this study, we show that current state-of-the-art multicast streaming algorithms, 
while extremely efficient, suffer from significant performance degradations when 
interactive playback controls are supported. To tackle this problem, we show that by 
scheduling admission requests and merging requests using two separate queues 
together with a full stream restart threshold, the performance degradation can be 
significantly reduced. Moreover, we present a novel Just-in-Time simulation 
technique to embed a system simulator within the video streaming system to 
dynamically measure and estimate online the required system parameters for 
obtaining the optimal full stream restart threshold. JTS can also adapt to variations in 
the system parameters and reoptimize the system automatically. Our simulation 
results show that this general technique can be applied to many of the current 
state-of-the-art multicast streaming algorithms to significantly improve their 
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